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Adjust Extends Ad Revenue 

Reporting To MoPub, A Twitter Company 
  

After launching User-Level Ad Revenue reporting in February, Adjust is working with monetization 

platform MoPub to provide marketers with impression-level ad revenue data 

  

San Francisco and Berlin - May  22nd, 2019 - Adjust, the industry leader in mobile measurement and fraud 

prevention, today announced an extension of its Ad Revenue reporting to monetization platform MoPub, 

a Twitter company. Marketers working with MoPub can now access granular ad revenue data on a per 

impression level — helping them to better understand their users and how they engage with in-app 

advertising.  

  

With companies everywhere increasingly taking a mobile-first approach, revenue generated from in-app 

advertising has gained momentum as a viable monetization and diversification model for many app 

publishers. 

  

Successful in-app advertising relies on accurate and granular advertising ROI — but today’s industry status 

quo aggregates ad revenue data across an entire network, rather than breaking it down by users. For the 

first time, Ad Revenue reporting allows app publishers to tie back monetization revenue to the source and 

compare it with the cost of acquiring that same person, which is done on per impression basis. The 

solution will enable brands working with MoPub to make better user acquisition decisions and provide a 

superior user experience with more intelligent and personalized targeting. 

  

“After launching User-Level Ad Revenue reporting in February, extending it across platforms will 

enhance transparency in the mobile ecosystem and provide publishers with more accurate data,”  

said Paul H. Müller, Co-Founder & CTO at Adjust. “Most importantly, the reporting finally gives 

marketers a granular and privacy-compliant way to measure user lifetime value (LTV) and Average 

Revenue Per User (ARPU) — critical for publishers looking to make more informed targeting 

decisions.” 

  

David Gregson, product manager at MoPub, added: “Acquiring new users has never been more 

competitive — and providing publishers with revenue data at the impression-level, in real time, is critical 

to optimizing user acquisition. Making impression-level revenue data available to attribution providers 

like Adjust will provide greater granularity to our mutual customers, allowing them to turn this data into 

actionable insights and offer the holistic view needed to propel their business to the next level.” 

http://www.adjust.com/
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Adjust’s extension of User-Level Ad Revenue cements the company’s continued support of marketers’ 

activities and achieves part of its goal of offering the most complete and accurate solution in the global 

mobile measurement industry. 
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About Adjust 

Adjust is the industry leader in mobile measurement and fraud prevention. The global company provides 

high-quality analytics, measurement, fraud prevention and cyber security solutions for mobile app 

marketers worldwide, enabling them to make smarter, faster marketing decisions. Adjust is a marketing 

partner with all major platforms, including Facebook, Google, Snap, Twitter, Line, and Tencent. In total, 

more than 25,000 apps have implemented Adjust's solutions to improve their performance. Founded in 

2012, today Adjust has global offices in Berlin, New York, San Francisco, São Paulo, Paris, London, Moscow, 

Istanbul, Tel Aviv, Seoul, Shanghai, Beijing, Tokyo, Mumbai and Singapore. 

  

In December 2018, Adjust acquired data aggregation platform Acquired.io. In January 2019, Adjust 

acquired the award-winning cybersecurity and AI startup Unbotify. The acquisitions are part of Adjust’s 

goal to unify advertisers’ marketing efforts and build the best-in-class measurement and fraud prevention 

tools. 
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